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We report measurements of sin 2β and cos 2β from a time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of
B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi− decays, where the light unflavored and neutral hadron h0
is a pi0, η, or ω meson. The analysis is performed with a combination of the final data sets
of the BABAR and Belle experiments containing 471 × 106 and 772 × 106 BB pairs collected
at the Υ (4S) resonance at the asymmetric-energy B factories PEP-II at SLAC and KEKB at
KEK, respectively. We measure sin 2β = 0.80 ± 0.14 (stat.) ± 0.06 (syst.) ± 0.03 (model) and
cos 2β = 0.91 ± 0.22 (stat.) ± 0.09 (syst.) ± 0.07 (model). The result for the direct measurement
of the angle is β = (22.5± 4.4 (stat.)± 1.2 (syst.)± 0.6 (model))◦. The last quoted uncertainties are
due to the composition of the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model, which is newly established by
a Dalitz plot amplitude analysis of a high-statistics e+e− → cc¯ data sample as part of this analysis.
We find the first evidence for cos 2β > 0 at the level of 3.7 standard deviations. The measurement
excludes the trigonometric multifold solution pi/2 − β = (68.1 ± 0.7)◦ at the level of 7.3 standard
deviations and therefore resolves an ambiguity in the determination of the apex of the CKM Uni-
tarity Triangle. The hypothesis of β = 0◦ is ruled out at the level of 5.1 standard deviations, and
thus CP violation is observed in B0 → D(∗)h0 decays.
PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 13.25.Hw
5I. INTRODUCTION
Breaking of CP symmetry is a small physical effect
with profound consequences. CP violation causes parti-
cles and antiparticles to behave differently [1–3]. Even
if the effects are tiny, CP violation provides the only
possibility to assign matter and antimatter in an abso-
lute and convention-independent way [4]. As one of the
Sakharov requirements [5] for baryogenesis, CP violation
is a key ingredient to generate the asymmetry between
matter and antimatter shortly after the big bang that
governs our present matter-dominated universe. How-
ever, CP violation in the standard model (SM) of elec-
troweak interactions is several orders of magnitudes too
small to account for the observed baryon asymmetry of
the universe [6, 7]. This is a strong motivation to search
for additional sources of CP violation in nature. In the
SM, the origin of CP violation is the single irreducible
complex phase in the three-family Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [8, 9]. Testing
this prediction of the Kobayashi-Maskawa theory [9] was
the main objective for the construction and operation of
the first-generation asymmetric-energy B factory experi-
ments BABAR at SLAC (USA) and Belle at KEK (Japan).
BABAR and Belle discovered CP violation in the decays
of neutral and charged B mesons [10–13] and experimen-
tally confirmed the theory predictions in numerous inde-
pendent measurements [14].
In particular, BABAR and Belle observed CP violation
in the interference between the direct decays of neutral
B mesons into CP eigenstates and the decays after B0-
B0 oscillations (referred to as “mixing-induced CP viola-
tion”) for the “gold plated” decay mode1 B0 → J/ψK0S
and other decays mediated by b¯ → c¯cs¯ transitions [15,
16]. By performing time-dependent CP violation mea-
surements of b¯ → c¯cs¯ transitions, BABAR and Belle
precisely determined the parameter sin 2β ≡ sin 2φ1.2
The angle β of the CKM Unitarity Triangle is defined
as arg [−VcdV ∗cb/VtdV ∗tb], where Vij denotes a CKM ma-
trix element. The current world average measured from
b¯ → c¯cs¯ transitions is sin 2β = 0.691 ± 0.017 [17], which
corresponds to an uncertainty on the angle β of 0.7◦.
However, inferring the CP -violating weak phase 2β from
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams mediating B0 → D(∗)h0 decays:
a) the dominant b¯ → c¯ud¯ tree-level amplitudes, and b) the
highly-suppressed b¯→ u¯cd¯ tree-level amplitudes.
the measurements of sin 2β is associated with the trigono-
metric two-fold ambiguity, 2β and pi − 2β (a four-fold
ambiguity in β), and therefore to an ambiguity in the
determination of the apex of the CKM Unitarity Trian-
gle.
The trigonometric ambiguity can be resolved experi-
mentally by the measurements of B meson decays that
involve multibody final states. Decay modes such as
B0 → J/ψK0Spi0 [18, 19], B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S [20, 21],
B0 → K0SK+K− [22, 23], B0 → K0Spi+pi− [24, 25], and
B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi− decays (abbreviated as
B0 → [K0Spi+pi−](∗)D h0) [26–29] enable measurements of
cos 2β in addition to sin 2β. Although sin 2β is precisely
measured, the experimental uncertainties on cos 2β are
sizable. Currently, the most precise single measurement
has an uncertainty of approximately±0.36 on the value of
cos 2β [29]. However, no previous single measurement has
been sufficiently sensitive to establish the sign of cos 2β
that would resolve the trigonometric ambiguity without
any assumptions. The strongest constraint in the direct
estimation of the angle β was obtained by a measurement
of B0 → K0SK+K− decays by BABAR [22], which could
resolve the ambiguity at the level of 4.8 standard devia-
tions. However, B0 → K0SK+K− decays do not provide a
theoretically clean probe for the CP -violating weak phase
2β and only provide access to an effective weak phase βeff ,
because at leading order B0 → K0SK+K− decays are not
mediated by tree-level amplitudes but by quantum-loop
(“penguin”) transitions.
An experimentally elegant and powerful approach to
access cos 2β and to resolve the trigonometric ambiguity
is provided by B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi− de-
cays [26–29], where h0 ∈ {pi0, η, ω} denotes a light un-
flavored and neutral hadron. The decay B0 → D∗ω
6is not considered in this analysis. As shown in Fig. 1,
the B0 → D(∗)h0 decay is mediated only by tree-level
amplitudes, and to a good approximation only by color-
suppressed, CKM-favored b¯→ c¯ud¯ tree amplitudes. Ad-
ditional contributions from color-suppressed and dou-
bly Cabibbo-suppressed b¯ → u¯cd¯ amplitudes carry dif-
ferent weak phases, but are suppressed by a factor of
|VubV ∗cd/VcbV ∗ud| ≈ 0.02 relative to the leading ampli-
tudes, and can be neglected at the experimental sensitiv-
ity of the presented measurement. The D0 → K0Spi+pi−
decay exhibits complex interference structures that re-
ceive resonant and nonresonant contributions from a rich
variety of intermediate CP eigenstates and quasi-flavor-
specific decays to the three-body final state. If the
variations of the relative strong phase as a function of
the D0 meson three-body Dalitz plot phase space are
known for D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays, then both sin 2β and
cos 2β can be measured from the time evolution of the
B0 → [K0Spi+pi−](∗)D h0 multibody final state [26].
In an e+e− → Υ (4S) → B0B0 event, the time-
dependent decay rate of the B0 → [K0Spi+pi−](∗)D h0 signal
decays depends on the D0 and D0 decay amplitudes as
a function of the three-body Dalitz plot phase space and
on the CP -violating weak phase 2β, and is proportional
to:
e
−|∆t|
τ
B0
2
{ [|AD0 |2 + |AD0 |2]
− q (|AD0 |2 − |AD0 |2) cos(∆md∆t)
+ 2qηh0 (−1)L Im
(
e−2iβAD0A∗D0
)
sin(∆md∆t)
}
.
(1)
The symbol ∆t denotes the proper-time interval between
the decays of the two B mesons produced in the Υ (4S)
event. The factor q = +1 (−1) represents the b-flavor
content when the accompanying B meson is tagged as a
B0 (B0). The parameters τB0 and ∆md are the neutral
B meson lifetime and the mass difference between the
physical eigenstates of neutral B mesons (“B0-B0 os-
cillation frequency”), respectively. The quantity ηh0 =
(−1,−1,+1) is the CP eigenvalue of h0 = (pi0, η, ω),
and the variable L is the orbital angular momentum
of the Dh0 and D∗h0 system. The relation ηh0 (−1)L
equals −1 for Dh0, and +1 for D∗h0 (h0 6= ω). In
this analysis, we consider only D∗ → Dpi0 decays, so
an additional factor of −1 that should be included for
D∗ → Dγ decays need not be considered [30]. The D0
and D0 decay amplitudes AD0 ≡ A(M2K0Spi− ,M
2
K0Spi
+)
and AD0 ≡ A(M2K0Spi+ ,M
2
K0Spi
−) depend on the position
within D0 → K0Spi+pi− Dalitz plot phase space defined by
the Lorentz-invariant variables M2
K0Spi
− ≡ (pK0S + ppi−)2
and M2
K0Spi
+ ≡ (pK0S + ppi+)2, where the symbol pi repre-
sents the four-momentum of a final state particle i.
Eq. (1) assumes no CP violation in B0-B0 mixing and
no direct CP violation in B0 → D(∗)h0 decays. In our
previous time-dependent CP violation analysis combin-
ing BABAR and Belle data [31], we determined the pa-
rameter C that measures direct CP violation in two in-
dependent samples of B0 → D(∗)h0 decays. Using D
meson decays both to CP eigenstates DCP → K+K−,
K0Spi
0, and K0Sω, and using the high-statistics control
sample provided by the CKM-favored D0 → K+pi− de-
cay mode, no evidence for direct CP violation was found
in either case [31]. This justifies the assumption of no di-
rect CP violation in B0 → D(∗)h0 decays for the present
measurement.
The last term in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:
Im
(
e−2iβAD0A∗D0
)
= Im
(AD0A∗D0) cos 2β
− Re (AD0A∗D0) sin 2β. (2)
Eq. (2) allows the measurement of sin 2β and cos 2β as
independent parameters by a time-dependent Dalitz plot
analysis of B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi− decays.
Although elegant and appealing, the measurements of
sin 2β and cos 2β in B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi−
decays are experimentally challenging and technically de-
manding. The branching fractions of these B and D me-
son decays are low, at the O(10−4) and O(10−2) level,
respectively. These decay modes have neutral particles
in the final states that lead to large backgrounds and
low reconstruction efficiencies. In addition, either a de-
tailed D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model or other
experimental knowledge of the relative strong phase as a
function of the D0 meson three-body Dalitz plot phase
space is required as input to perform the time-dependent
Dalitz plot analysis of B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi−
decays.
Time-dependent Dalitz plot analyses of B0 → D(∗)h0
with D → K0Spi+pi− decays have been previously per-
formed separately by BABAR and Belle. However, nei-
ther experiment was sensitive enough to establish CP
violation [27–29]. Some of the measurements obtained
results far outside of the physical region of the parame-
ter space [27], and used different D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay
amplitude models [27, 28], which complicates the com-
parison or the combination of the individual results.
In this article, we present measurements of sin 2β
and cos 2β by a time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of
B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi− decays that combines
the BABAR and Belle data samples, totaling 1.1 ab−1 col-
lected at the Υ (4S) resonance. In a recent combined
analysis of the related decay, B0 → D(∗)CPh0 with DCP de-
noting neutral D mesons reconstructed as two-body CP
eigenstates, we demonstrated the technical feasibility and
the physical advantage of the simultaneous analysis of the
data collected by the BABAR and Belle experiments [31].
In the present measurement, the benefit is two-fold: first,
the combination of the BABAR and Belle data samples
improves the achievable experimental precision by effec-
tively doubling the statistics available for the measure-
ment; second, the combined approach enables common
assumptions and the same D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay ampli-
7tude model to be applied simultaneously in the analysis
of the data collected by both experiments. The approach
of combining BABAR and Belle data enables unique ex-
perimental sensitivity beyond what would be possible by
combining two independent measurements, in particular
for cos 2β. We derive the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay am-
plitude model from the data by a Dalitz plot amplitude
analysis of a high-statistics e+e− → cc¯ data sample. This
approach ensures full control over the construction and
the propagation of uncertainties of the D0 → K0Spi+pi−
decay amplitude model, and thus enables further im-
provement of the experimental sensitivity and robustness
of the measurement.
The approach of combining the existing data of the B
factory experiments BABAR and Belle results in measure-
ments from a data sample with an integrated luminos-
ity of more than 1 ab−1. Data samples of comparable
size are otherwise only achievable by future heavy fla-
vor experiments: for example, the next-generation, high-
luminosity B factory experiment Belle II [32], which is
expected to collect a data sample of 1 ab−1 by the year
2020 and is designed to collect 50 ab−1 by 2025. As
such, the approach of combining the data from the first-
generation asymmetric-energy B factory experiments en-
ables not only unique experimental precision, but also
demonstrates the discovery potential of Belle II at an
early phase of the experiment.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. II introduces
the BABAR and Belle detectors and discusses the data
sets used in the present analysis. In Sect. III, the Dalitz
plot amplitude analysis to determine the D0 → K0Spi+pi−
decay model from a high-statistics e+e− → cc¯ data sam-
ple collected by Belle is described. Sect. IV presents the
measurements of sin 2β and cos 2β by a time-dependent
Dalitz plot analysis of B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi−
decays combining the BABAR and Belle data sets. In
Sect. V, the significance of the obtained results is stud-
ied. Finally, Sect. VI concludes the paper. The paper is
accompanied by a Letter in Physical Review Letters [33].
II. THE BABAR AND BELLE DETECTORS AND
DATA SETS
The results presented in this paper are based on data
collected with the BABAR detector at the PEP-II e+e−
storage rings [34] operated at the SLAC National Ac-
celerator Laboratory (Menlo Park, USA) and with the
Belle detector at the KEKB e+e− storage rings [35] op-
erated at the KEK High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (Tsukuba, Japan). At PEP-II, 3.1 GeV
positrons collide on 9 GeV electrons, and at KEKB,
3.5 GeV positrons collide on 8 GeV electrons. The center-
of-mass (c.m.) energy of both PEP-II and KEKB is
10.58 GeV, which corresponds to the mass of the Υ (4S)
resonance. Due to the asymmetry of the beam energies,
the Υ (4S) is produced with a Lorentz boost of βγ = 0.560
at BABAR and 0.425 at Belle, allowing measurement of
the proper-time interval between the decays of the two B
mesons produced in Υ (4S) decays from the displacement
of their decay vertices. The design of BABAR and Belle
as asymmetric-energy B factory experiments is crucial
to enable time-dependent CP violation measurements of
neutral B mesons, as in the analysis presented in this
paper.
The BABAR and Belle detectors are large-solid-angle
multipurpose magnetic spectrometers, and are described
in detail elsewhere [36–38]. The BABAR detector con-
sists of a five-layer, double-sided silicon vertex tracker
(SVT), a 40-layer drift chamber (DCH), an internally
reflecting ring-imaging Cherenkov detector (DIRC), and
a CsI(Tl) crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) lo-
cated within a super-conducting solenoid magnet that
provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. The instrumented flux
return (IFR) of the solenoid magnet consists of iron
plates interleaved with resistive plate chambers and, in
the later runs, limited streamer tubes to detect K0L
mesons and to identify muons.
The Belle detector consists of a silicon vertex detector
(SVD), a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array
of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-
like arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters
(TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of
CsI(Tl) crystals (ECL) located inside a super-conducting
solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron
flux return located outside of the coil is instrumented to
detect K0L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). Two
inner detector configurations were used. A 2.0 cm radius
beampipe and a 3-layer silicon vertex detector were used
for the first sample of 152× 106BB pairs, while a 1.5 cm
radius beampipe, a 4-layer silicon detector, and a small-
cell inner drift chamber were used to record the remaining
620× 106BB pairs [39].
The Monte Carlo event generators used at BABAR and
Belle are based on EvtGen [40], JETSET [41], and Pho-
tos [42]. The BABAR detector Monte Carlo simulation is
based on Geant4 [43], and the Belle detector Monte Carlo
simulation is based on Geant3 [44].
The first part of the analysis, described in Sect. III, is
based on a data sample of 924 fb−1 recorded at or near
the Υ (4S) and Υ (5S) resonances with the Belle detec-
tor [36]. This data set provides a high-statistics sam-
ple of e+e− → cc¯ events that is used to determine the
D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitudes. The data set pro-
vided by Belle enables a D0 → K0Spi+pi− yield that is
about three orders of magnitude larger than for the cor-
responding B meson decay to be studied by the combined
BABAR+Belle approach. Therefore, the first part of the
analysis does not require the combined use of the BABAR
and Belle data sets.
The second part of the analysis, described in Sect. IV,
is based on data samples collected at the Υ (4S) resonance
containing (471 ± 3) × 106BB pairs recorded with the
BABAR detector and (772± 11)× 106BB pairs recorded
with the Belle detector. The combined BABAR and Belle
data set is used to perform the time-dependent Dalitz
8plot analysis of B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi− decays.
III. DETERMINATION OF THE D0 → K0Spi+pi−
DECAY AMPLITUDES BY DALITZ PLOT
AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS USING BELLE
e+e− → cc¯ DATA
A. Event reconstruction and selection
The D∗+ → D0pi+s candidates are reconstructed from
D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays and a low momentum (“slow”)
charged pion pi+s . The slow pion enables the identifica-
tion of the production flavor of the neutral D meson,
which cannot be inferred directly from the self-conjugate
three-body final state. The positive (negative) charge of
the pi+s determines the flavor of the neutral D meson to
be D0 (D0). Neutral kaons are reconstructed in the de-
cay mode K0S → pi+pi−, with the invariant mass required
to be within 15 MeV/c2 of the nominal value [45]. Fur-
ther standard requirements exploiting the displacement
of the K0S decay vertex from the interaction point (IP)
described in Ref. [46] are applied. For candidates re-
constructed from Υ (4S) and Υ (5S) data, requirements
of p∗(D∗+) > 2.5 GeV/c and p∗(D∗+) > 3.1 GeV/c are
applied, respectively, to reject combinatorial background
and contamination from B meson decays, where p∗ de-
notes the momentum in the e+e− c.m. frame. The decay
vertex of D∗+ candidates is determined by estimating
the D0 meson production vertex from a kinematic fit. In
the kinematic fit, the D0 meson is constrained to origi-
nate from the e+e− interaction region. The momentum
resolution of soft pions is improved by a kinematic fit in
which the pi+s is constrained to the determined D
∗+ decay
vertex.
The reconstructed charmed meson decays are charac-
terized by two observables: the D0 candidate mass, MD0 ,
and the D∗+ −D0 mass difference, ∆M . Events are se-
lected by requiring 1.825 < MD0 < 1.905 GeV/c
2 and
140 < ∆M < 150 MeV/c2. For the Dalitz plot fit, a
narrower, signal-enhanced region is defined by requiring
(1.865 − 0.015) < MD0 < (1.865 + 0.015) GeV/c2 and
(145.4 − 1.0) < ∆M < (145.4 + 1.0) MeV/c2. The two-
dimensional ∆M and MD0 data distributions and pro-
jections of each observable are shown in Fig. 2.
B. Estimation of the D0 → K0Spi+pi− signal and
background yields
The signal and background yields are estimated by a
two-dimensional unbinned maximum-likelihood (ML) fit
to the ∆M and MD0 distributions. In the fit, the shape
of the D∗+ → D0pi+s with D0 → K0Spi+pi− signal decays
is parameterized by the sum of four two-piece normal
distributions for MD0 and by the sum of a normal dis-
tribution, a Johnson’s SU function [47], a two-piece nor-
mal distribution, and a threshold function of the form
(∆M −Mpi+)1/2 + a(∆M −Mpi+)3/2 + b(∆M −Mpi+)5/2
for ∆M . The width of the reconstructed ∆M distribu-
tion depends on the D0 candidate mass. The ∆M dis-
tribution tends to become broader if the reconstructed
D0 mass deviates from the MD0 peak position. To ac-
count for this correlation, the ∆M distribution is con-
structed by a conditional probability density function
(p.d.f.) that scales the ∆M width with a fourth-order
polynomial function that has the deviation of the recon-
structed MD0 from the MD0 peak position as argument.
In the fit, the fractions and widths of the tail components
relative to that of the core components are fixed to values
estimated using MC simulations, and the fractions and
widths of the core components are determined by the fit.
The following four separate categories are considered
for the background:
The first source of background arises from the com-
bination of correctly reconstructed D0 → K0Spi+pi− can-
didates with random tracks during reconstruction. This
“random slow pion” background has the same MD0 shape
as the signal, but the ∆M shape follows a smooth phase
space distribution that is parameterized by a threshold
function.
The second background category is composed of real
pi+s from D
∗+ → D0pi+s decays that are combined with
wrong D0 candidates formed from random tracks or with
misreconstructed real D0 decays. The distribution of this
“real slow pion” background is mainly flat in MD0 and
very broad in ∆M due to the reconstruction of wrong D0
candidates, but receives a small contribution that peaks
in ∆M but is broad in MD0 due to misreconstructed
real D0 decays. The shape of the background for wrong
D0 candidates is parameterized by a first-order polyno-
mial function and a threshold function in MD0 and ∆M ,
respectively; that for misreconstructed real D0 decays
is parameterized by a Crystal Ball function [48] and a
Johnson’s SU function for MD0 and ∆M , respectively.
The third background category contains background
from D0 decay modes that have the same final state as
D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays, for example, D0 → pi+pi−pi+pi−
and D0 → K0SK0S decays. The D0 → pi+pi−pi+pi− decays
are effectively removed by the applied K0S selection, and
D0 → K0SK0S decays have a very small branching fraction
of O(10−4). This “D0 → 4pi” background is parameter-
ized by two Gaussian functions for MD0 and the sum of a
Gaussian function and a Johnson’s SU function for ∆M .
The yield of this background relative to the signal is at
the sub-percent level. The fraction of this background is
fixed to the expectation value obtained from Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations.
The fourth background category accounts for the re-
maining combinatorial background originating from ran-
dom combinations of tracks. This “combinatorial back-
ground” is parameterized by a first-order polynomial
function in MD0 and a threshold function in ∆M .
In the two-dimensional fit of the ∆M and MD0 distri-
butions, a total yield of 1 217 300± 2 000 signal events is
obtained. The signal purity is 94% in the signal-enhanced
9FIG. 2. (color online). Two-dimensional ∆M and MD0 data distributions for D
∗+ → D0pi+s with D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays
reconstructed from Belle e+e− → cc¯ data, and the definitions of the signal (open black rectangle) and sideband regions (filled
red rectangles). The histograms on the top and at the right show one-dimensional projections for MD0 and ∆M , respectively.
In the histograms, solid lines indicate projections for one observable within the full range of the other observable, and dashed
lines represent projections in which the other observable is required to be within the signal region.
TABLE I. Signal and background yields determined by a two-dimensional fit to the MD0 and ∆M distributions of D
∗+ → D0pi+s
with D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays reconstructed from Belle e+e− → cc¯ data.
Component Yield
D∗+ → D0pi+s with D0 → K0Spi+pi− signal 1 217 300± 2 000
Background containing real D0 and random slow pions 61 330± 1 280
Background containing real slow pions and wrong D0 249 700± 10 000
Background from D0 → 4pi 3 400 (fixed)
Combinatorial background 271 000± 9 000
region used to extract the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay ampli-
tude parameters. The results of the fit are summarized
in Table I. The ∆M and MD0 data distributions and
projections of the fit are shown in Fig. 3.
C. Dalitz plot amplitude analysis
The D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay proceeds via a rich vari-
ety of intermediate resonant and nonresonant modes con-
tributing to the three-body final state. The contributions
exhibit complex interference phenomena that are observ-
able as characteristic patterns in the three-body Dalitz
plot phase space as shown in Fig. 4. A Dalitz plot am-
plitude analysis is performed to disentangle and quantify
the individual contributions.
1. Dalitz plot amplitude model
To describe the resonant and nonresonant substruc-
ture and to parameterize the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay am-
plitudes, the isobar ansatz [49] is combined with the K-
matrix formalism [50] for the pipi S-wave and the LASS
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FIG. 3. (color online). Data distributions of ∆M and MD0
for D∗+ → D0pi+s with D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays reconstructed
from Belle e+e− → cc¯ data (points with error bars), and pro-
jections of the signal and background components of the fit
(lines and shaded areas) as indicated in the top panel’s legend.
parametrization [51] for the Kpi S-wave. In this ap-
proach, the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitudes can be
written as:
A(M2K0Spi− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) =
∑
r 6=(Kpi/pipi)L=0
are
iφrAr(M2K0Spi− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) + F1(M
2
pi+pi−) +AKpiL=0(M2K0Spi−) +AKpiL=0(M
2
K0Spi
+). (3)
The pipi and Kpi contributions with non-zero angular mo-
mentum are parameterized in the isobar ansatz by a co-
herent sum of the contributing intermediate quasi-two-
body amplitudes. In the coherent sum, the rth interme-
diate quasi-two-body amplitude Ar enters with magni-
tude ar and relative phase φr. The symbol F1 denotes
the decay amplitude for the pipi S-wave contributions pa-
rameterized by the K-matrix approach, and the symbol
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FIG. 4. Dalitz plot data distributions for all three combinations of M2K0
S
pi− , M
2
K0
S
pi+ , and M
2
pi+pi− for D
0 → K0Spi+pi− from
D∗+ → D0pi+s decays reconstructed from Belle e+e− → cc¯ data. For illustration purposes, the approximate locations of various
intermediate two-body resonances are indicated by horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines.
AKpiL=0 denotes the amplitude for the Kpi S-wave con-
tribution using the LASS parametrization.
a. Isobar ansatz. In the isobar ansatz, the quasi-
two-body amplitude for a neutral D meson decaying via
the rth intermediate resonance (h1h2)r with spin L to the
three-body final state h1h2h3 can be written as
Ar(M
2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) =F
(L)
D (q, q0)× F (L)r (p, p0)
× ZL(Ω)× Tr(m), (4)
where the terms are described below.
The form factors F
(L)
D and F
(L)
r describe the produc-
tion D → rh3 and the decay r → h1h2 of the reso-
nance r and the daughters of the resonance, respectively.
The form factors are parameterized by Blatt-Weisskopf
barrier penetration factors [52] that account for spin-
dependent effects and prevent the decay amplitudes from
diverging for large momentum transfers. The factors de-
pend on the momentum q (p) of the bachelor particle h3
(one of the resonance’s daughter particles h1 or h2) eval-
uated in the resonance rest frame, and q0 (p0) is the value
of q (p) when the invariant mass equals the pole mass of
the resonance. The Blatt-Weisskopf barrier penetration
factors are defined as
L = 0 : F (0)(z, z0) = 1, (5)
L = 1 : F (1)(z, z0) =
√
1 + z0
1 + z
, (6)
L = 2 : F (2)(z, z0) =
√
(z0 − 3)2 + 9z0
(z − 3)2 + 9z , (7)
where z = (|q|d)2 and z0 = (|q0|d)2. The parame-
ter d represents the meson radius or the impact pa-
rameter of the decay particles for the D meson dD and
the resonances dr, respectively. In the present analysis,
dD = 5 ~c/GeV ≈ 1 fm and dr = 1.5 ~c/GeV ≈ 0.3 fm
are applied.
The Zemach formalism [53] allows to describe the an-
gular components of the amplitudes in a spin-tensor ap-
proach. The Zemach tensor formalism is applied to ex-
press the angular correlations among the final state par-
ticles by the function ZL(Ω), where the symbol Ω repre-
sent the angular relations of the involved particles.
The propagator term Tr describes the dynamics in the
resonance decay. In the present analysis, the term is
parameterized by a relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW) line-
shape function defined as
Tr(m) =
1
m20 −m2 − im0Γ (m)
, (8)
where m0 denotes the pole mass of the resonance, and
the mass-dependent width Γ is given by
Γ (m) = Γ0
(
q
q0
)(2L+1) (m0
m
)
F (L)r
2
. (9)
The isobar ansatz is applied to parameterize the
P - and D-wave contributions to the D0 → K0Spi+pi−
decay. In the nominal Dalitz plot amplitude
model, the following intermediate quasi-two-body reso-
nances are included: the Cabibbo-favored K∗(892)−pi+,
K∗2 (1430)
−pi+, K∗(1680)−pi+, K∗(1410)−pi+ chan-
nels; the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed K∗(892)+pi−,
K∗2 (1430)
+pi−, K∗(1410)+pi− modes; and the CP
eigenstates K0Sρ(770)
0, K0Sω(782), K
0
Sf2(1270), and
K0Sρ(1450)
0. To reduce the complexity of the Dalitz plot
amplitude analysis, the masses and widths are fixed to
the world averages [45] for all resonances except for the
K∗(892)±, whose values are measured in the fit.
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b. K-matrix formalism. The isobar ansatz has limi-
tations, for example, in the case of broad and overlapping
resonances or for resonances located close to thresholds of
additional decay channels [49]. An alternative approach
is provided by the K-matrix formalism, which preserves
unitarity by construction in the presence of overlapping
resonances and coupled channels. The K-matrix formal-
ism is particularly suitable to describe the JPC = 0++
scalar contributions to the complex S-wave dynamics oc-
curring in the pi+pi− system of D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays.
The BABAR, Belle, and LHCb experiments previously em-
ployed the K-matrix approach in Dalitz plot amplitude
analyses of D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays to perform measure-
ments of D0-D0 oscillations [54, 55] and measurements
of the Unitarity Triangle angle γ [56] in B meson de-
cays [57, 58]. Following the previous measurements, the
K-matrix formalism in the P -vector approximation [59]
is applied to model the pipi S-wave contribution to the
D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay.
In this parametrization, the decay amplitude F1 enter-
ing in Eq. (3) as the contribution of the pipi S-wave is
defined by the relation
Fi(s) = [I − iK(s)ρ(s)]−1ij Pj(s), (10)
where the indices i and j denote the particular channels
(1 = pipi, 2 = KK¯, 3 = pipipipi, 4 = ηη, and 5 = ηη′)
contributing to the scattering process. The production
vector P parameterizes the initial production of states
into the open channels, and the K-matrix describes the
scattering process. In this analysis, only the pi+pi− final
states are considered, and s is the square of the invariant
mass of the pi+pi− system. The terms I and ρ are the
identity matrix and the phase-space matrix, respectively.
The K-matrix is defined as
Kij(s) =
(
f scattij
1− sscatt0
s− sscatt0
+
∑
α
gαi g
α
j
m2α − s
)
fA0(s). (11)
The parameters mα are the physical poles of the K-
matrix, while gαi are the coupling constants of the i-th
channel to the pole α. The parameters f scattij and s
scatt
0
describe the smooth part of the K-matrix that is slowly
varying. The unit of the number 1 is in GeV/c2. The
symbol fA0 is the so-called “Adler zero” factor, defined
as:
fA0(s) =
1− sA0
s− sA0
(
s− sAm
2
pi
2
)
. (12)
This factor suppresses the false kinematic singularity at
s = 0 in the physical region close to the pi+pi− thresh-
old [60].
The production vector P has the same pole structure
as the K-matrix and is defined as:
Pj(s) = f
prod
1j
1− sprod0
s− sprod0
+
∑
α
βαg
α
j
m2α − s
. (13)
The βα are the complex production couplings, and the
parameters fprod1j and s
prod
0 describe the production of
the slowly-varying part of the K-matrix.
In the present analysis, the K-matrix parameters mα,
gαi , f
scatt
ij , s
scatt
0 , sA0, and sA are fixed to the results
of a global analysis of available pipi scattering data [57,
61] as summarized in Table II. The complex production
couplings βα and the production parameters f
prod
1j are
free parameters determined from the fit.
c. LASS parametrization. For the Kpi S-wave, an
approach introduced by the LASS collaboration to de-
scribe K−pi+ scattering processes is applied [51]. The
Cabibbo-favored K∗0 (1430)
− and the doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed K∗0 (1430)
+ contributions are each described
by the empirical LASS parametrization. The LASS
parametrization is constructed from a BW term for the
K∗0 (1430) and a nonresonant component that has an ef-
fective range and introduces a phase shift:
AKpiL=0(s) = R sin δReiδRei2δF + F sin δF eiδF , (14)
where
δR =φR + tan
−1
[
MΓ(m2Kpi)
M2 −m2Kpi
]
, (15)
δF =φF + cot
−1
[
1
aq
+
rq
2
]
. (16)
The parameters R (φR) and F (φF ) are the amplitudes
(phases) of the resonant and nonresonant components,
respectively. The parameters a and r are the scattering
length and the effective interaction length, and q rep-
resents the momentum of the spectator particle in the
Kpi rest frame. The parameters M and Γ(M2Kpi) are the
mass and the mass-dependent width of the resonant term
defined in Eq. (9), and the phases δR and δF depend
on m2Kpi. According to Ref. [57], this parametrization is
equivalent to a K-matrix approach that describes a rapid
phase shift originating from the resonant term and a
slowly rising phase shift originating from the nonresonant
term. The mass and the width of the K∗0 (1430)
± and the
LASS R, φR, F , φF , a, and r are free parameters mea-
sured in the fit. The LASS parameters are required to
be the same for the Cabibbo-favored K∗0 (1430)
− and the
doubly Cabibbo-suppressed K∗0 (1430)
+ contributions.
2. Dalitz plot reconstruction efficiency correction
Experimental effects, for example from the detector
acceptance, the reconstruction algorithms, or the event
selection, can induce non-uniformities for the reconstruc-
tion efficiency as a function of the Dalitz plot phase space,
(M2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+). To account for these effects in the
Dalitz amplitude analysis, the efficiency variations are es-
timated using a high-statistics sample of MC events of in-
clusive e+e− → cc¯ decays that contain the D∗+ → D0pi+s ,
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TABLE II. The K-matrix parameters estimated by a global analysis of available pipi scattering data (taken from Refs. [57, 61]).
The units of the pole masses mα and the coupling constants g
α
i are in GeV/c
2. The units of sscatt0 and sA0 are GeV
2/c4, while
sA is dimensionless.
mα g
α
pi+pi− g
α
KK¯ g
α
4pi g
α
ηη g
α
ηη′
0.65100 0.22889 −0.55377 0.00000 −0.39899 −0.34639
1.20360 0.94128 0.55095 0.00000 0.39065 0.31503
1.55817 0.36856 0.23888 0.55639 0.18340 0.18681
1.21000 0.33650 0.40907 0.85679 0.19906 −0.00984
1.82206 0.18171 −0.17558 −0.79658 −0.00355 0.22358
f scatt11 f
scatt
12 f
scatt
13 f
scatt
14 f
scatt
15
0.23399 0.15044 −0.20545 0.32825 0.35412
sscatt0 sA0 sA
−3.92637 −0.15 1
with D0 → K0Spi+pi−, signal decays. In the MC sim-
ulations, the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay is generated uni-
formly in the available D meson decay phase space to
uniformly populate the Dalitz plot. The generated de-
cays are passed to a GEANT3-based simulation with a
specific Belle configuration to simulate the detector re-
sponse.
The simulated detector response then undergoes the
same reconstruction algorithms and event selection re-
quirements as for the data. The generated MC sample
contains 50 × 106 D∗+ → D0pi+s , D0 → K0Spi+pi− signal
decays, approximately 50 times the signal size in data,
which enables the construction of a detailed map of the
reconstruction efficiency.
The efficiency map is constructed using an approach
BABAR introduced in the search for the Z(4430)−
state [62]. In this approach, the efficiency is expressed
as a function of the square of the two-body invariant
mass M2
K0Spi
− and cos θK0S . The variable cos θK0S is com-
puted by the normalized dot product between the K0Spi
−
three-momentum vector measured in the D meson rest
frame and the three-momentum vector of the K0S meson
after a Lorentz transformation from the D meson rest
frame to the K0Spi
− rest frame. This choice of variables
naturally introduces a “rectangular Dalitz plot” that is
insensitive to potential binning effects that may arise at
the curved edges of the M2
K0Spi
− and M
2
pi+pi− Dalitz phase
space due to the finite MC sample statistics. In order to
parameterize the reconstruction efficiency and to smooth
statistical fluctuations, the efficiency map is constructed
in the following way.
In the first step, the angular variations of the efficiency
are estimated by expanding the cos θK0S distributions by
a linear combination of Legendre polynomials up to order
L = 7:
(cos θK0S ) =
7∑
L=0
cL(M
2
K0Spi
−)Y
0
L (cos θK0S ). (17)
The mass-squared dependent coefficients cL are esti-
mated by fitting the linear combination of Legendre
polynomials to the cos θK0S distributions in intervals of
M2
K0Spi
− . For each of the eight coefficients c0, c1, ..., c7,
this forms a distribution as a function of M2
K0Spi
− . In
the second step, each of the cL distributions is fitted as
a function of M2
K0Spi
− . The coefficient c0 is modeled by
a 5th-order polynomial function multiplied with a sig-
moid function. This choice of parametrization enables
us to properly describe the drop in the reconstruction
efficiency near the upper boundary of M2
K0Spi
− . The co-
efficients c1, c2, ..., c7 are fitted by 5
th-order Chebyshev
polynomial functions.
The chosen order for the polynomial functions has been
found to be sufficient to describe the details of the effi-
ciency variations and at the same time to be low enough
to avoid overfitting any structures. The dependence on
the chosen order of the expansion in linear combinations
of Legendre polynomials is weak, and lower or higher
choices than L = 7 yield consistent results.
The reconstruction efficiency is almost flat over large
parts of the Dalitz plot phase space. The efficiency de-
creases slightly at larger values of M2
K0Spi
− and drops close
to the kinematic border. The two-dimensional binned
distributions of the reconstruction efficiency and the ob-
tained parameterized efficiency maps are shown as a func-
tion of M2
K0Spi
− and M
2
pi+pi− , and of M
2
K0Spi
− and cos θK0S ,
in Fig. 5. The efficiency map represents the variations of
the reconstruction efficiency well over the full Dalitz plot
phase space, including the efficiency drops at the kine-
matic edges of the Dalitz plot. The binned distributions
of the reconstruction efficiency are compared to the pa-
rameterized efficiency map, and a reduced χ2 of 1.03 is
obtained for 2450 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.).
3. Dalitz plot background description
The Dalitz plot distributions of the background are
estimated from the data using two MD0–∆M sideband
regions defined by 1.815 < MD0 < 1.835 GeV/c
2 and
150.4 < ∆M < 160 MeV/c2, and 1.895 < MD0 <
1.915 GeV/c2 and 150.4 < ∆M < 160 MeV/c2. The
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FIG. 5. Variation of the Dalitz plot reconstruction efficiency as a function of M2K0
S
pi− and M
2
pi+pi− (top), and as a function of
M2K0
S
pi− and cos θK0S
(bottom). The efficiency variations are estimated using a high-statistics sample of Monte Carlo events of
inclusive e+e− → cc¯ decays containing D∗+ → D0pi+s with D0 → K0Spi+pi− signal decays (left), and detailed efficiency maps
(right) are constructed by the parameterized model described in Sect. III C 2.
distribution of the background has a smooth shape
over the Dalitz plot. The background exhibits small
resonant contributions from the K∗(892)−, K∗(1680)−,
and ρ(770) resonances, and further contributions from
the K∗0 (1430)
−, K∗2 (1430)
−, and K∗(1410)− resonances,
which appear as a single broad enhancement. In order
to reduce the sensitivity to statistical fluctuations due
to the finite sample statistics in the data sideband
regions, a parameterized model of the background is
constructed and fitted to the Dalitz plot distributions
in the sidebands. The background model is composed
of a 6th-order polynomial function for the smooth
distributions and BW lineshapes for the K∗(892)−,
K∗(1680)−, and ρ(770)0 resonances and for the mixture
of excited kaon states at approximately 1410 MeV/c2.
These resonant contributions are added incoherently.
The background model provides an accurate description
of the background in all regions of the Dalitz plot phase
space.
4. Likelihood function and procedure for the
D0 → K0Spi+pi− Dalitz plot fit
The D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude parameters are
estimated by an unbinned ML fit to the Dalitz plot distri-
butions of the flavor-tagged D0 sample. The likelihood
function accounting for the contributions of the signal
and background is written as
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L =
N∏
i=1
[
fsig × psig(M2K0Spi− ,M
2
K0Spi
+)
+ (1− fsig)×
(
frnd × prnd(M2K0Spi− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) + (1− frnd)× pbkg(M2K0Spi− ,M
2
K0Spi
+)
)]
, (18)
where the index i runs over the reconstructed D0 →
K0Spi
+pi− candidates. The signal fraction fsig and the
fraction of the random slow pion background frnd are
determined by the two-dimensional fit to the MD0 and
∆M distributions. The functions psig, prnd, and pbkg are
the p.d.f.s of the Dalitz plot distributions for the signal,
the random slow pion background, and the remaining
background, respectively. The signal p.d.f. is constructed
from the efficiency-corrected Dalitz plot intensities, com-
puted from the absolute square of the D0 → K0Spi+pi−
decay amplitude A(M2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) defined in Eq. (3),
and by normalizing to the available Dalitz plot phase
space:
psig(M
2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) =
(M2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+)
∣∣∣A(M2K0Spi− ,M2K0Spi+)∣∣∣2∫
D
(M2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+)
∣∣∣A(M2K0Spi− ,M2K0Spi+)∣∣∣2dM2K0Spi−dM2K0Spi+
. (19)
The random slow pion background is composed of a mix-
ture of real D0 and D0 mesons decaying to the K0Spi
+pi−
final state. During the reconstruction of D∗+ → D0pi+s
decays, these D mesons are combined with random slow
pion candidates. If the slow pion has the incorrect
charge, the c-flavor content of the neutral D meson will
be misidentified and the wrong flavor will be assigned.
Neglecting possible production or detection asymmetries,
the na¨ıve expectation of the probability to select a slow
pion track with the wrong charge is p = 0.5. The
decay amplitudes for D0 and D0 mesons are related
by an exchange of the Dalitz plot variables, AD0 =
A(M2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) ↔ AD0 = A(M2K0Spi+ ,M
2
K0Spi
−). The
p.d.f. of the random slow pion background is constructed
from the signal p.d.f. by allowing for the exchange of the
Dalitz plot positions and is defined as
prnd(M
2
K0Spi
− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) = (1− fwtag)× psig(M2K0Spi− ,M
2
K0Spi
+) + fwtag × psig(M2K0Spi+ ,M
2
K0Spi
−). (20)
The fwtag quantifies the fraction of “wrong D meson
flavor-tags” and is estimated directly from the data by a
separate Dalitz plot fit to the 150 < ∆M < 155 MeV/c2
sideband region that has an enhanced population from
the random slow pion background and no signal. In this
Dalitz plot fit to the data sideband, the fraction of wrong
D meson flavor-tag is measured and the result is fwtag =
0.492±0.075, in agreement with the na¨ıve expectation. In
the subsequent Dalitz plot fit to the signal region, fwtag
is fixed to the estimate obtained from the sideband.
The background p.d.f. pbkg is constructed from the pa-
rameterized background model described in Sect. III C 3.
The background is composed of combinatorial back-
ground and additional contributions from processes con-
taining real slow pions and wrong D0 mesons.
Due to the high statistics of the Belle e+e− → cc¯ data
sample of more than 106 events, and the complexity of
the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model, maximizing
the likelihood function and performing the Dalitz plot fit
is computationally intensive, taking hours to days on a
single CPU core of a recent Intel Xeon processor-based
Linux workstation. A new software framework for Dalitz
plot amplitude analyses has been developed to increase
the performance of the fit and to realize the present anal-
ysis. Key features of the framework are the parallel com-
puting algorithms for both the evaluation of the likeli-
hood function defined in Eq. (18), and for the numeric
integration of the p.d.f.s. The parallel computing algo-
rithms are realized using OpenMP [63, 64] and enable
the Dalitz plot fits to make simultaneous use of multiple
CPUs to significantly reduce the required run time. In
the present analysis, a speed-up of approximately a fac-
tor of 40 has been achieved for the time needed to reach
convergence of the fit by using 64 CPU cores.
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The D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude parameters are
determined by maximizing Eq. (18) for the Dalitz plot
distributions in the signal-enhanced region defined in
Sect. III A. The amplitude magnitudes ar and phases φr
of the intermediate resonant states are free parameters
in the fit, and measured relative to the K0Sρ(770)
0 ampli-
tude. TheK0Sρ(770)
0 amplitude is fixed to aK0Sρ(770)0 = 1
and φK0Sρ(770)0 = 0
◦ and serves as a reference.
5. Results of the D0 → K0Spi+pi− Dalitz plot amplitude
analysis
The results for the estimated D0 → K0Spi+pi− de-
cay amplitude model parameters are summarized in Ta-
ble III. The data distributions are shown in Figs. 4 and 6,
and projections of the fit are shown in Fig. 6. The fit re-
produces the data distributions well over the full range
of the Dalitz plot. The fit projections exhibit few devi-
ations, for example, for the ρ(770)0–ω(782) interference
region in the M2pi+pi− projection. These deviations are
very small compared to the overall scale of agreement.
The quality of the fit is estimated by a two-dimensional
χ2 test. The Dalitz plot data distributions are binned
into square intervals with an edge length of 0.01 GeV/c2
and then compared to the fit function. A reduced χ2 of
1.05 is obtained for 31 272 d.o.f. based on statistical un-
certainties only, indicating a good quality of the fit com-
pared to previous models of this decay [54, 55, 57, 65, 66].
The normalized residuals contributing to the χ2 function
vary approximately uniformly over the Dalitz plot phase
space and do not exhibit any macroscopic deviations or
structures.
To quantify the contributions of individual amplitudes,
the fit fractions (FF s) are evaluated. The FF for the
rth intermediate resonant or nonresonant contribution is
defined as:
FFr =
a2r
∫
D
∣∣∣Ar(M2K0Spi− ,M2K0Spi+)∣∣∣2dM2K0Spi−dM2K0Spi+∫
D
∣∣∣A(M2K0Spi− ,M2K0Spi+)∣∣∣2dM2K0Spi−dM2K0Spi+
.
(21)
The sum of the fit fractions does not necessarily equal
unity due to possible constructive or destructive interfer-
ence effects among the amplitudes. In the present Dalitz
plot amplitude analysis, the total fit fraction is 101.6%.
The D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay is dominated by the D0 →
K∗(892)−pi+ mode which has a fit fraction of 59.9%. The
second largest contribution is D0 → K0Sρ(770)0 with a
fit fraction of 20.4%, followed by the pi+pi− S-wave with
10.0%.
To test further the agreement of the Dalitz plot am-
plitude model with the data, we follow an approach em-
ployed by BABAR in Ref. [67]. The Dalitz plot data distri-
butions along the mass-squared directions are weighted
by Y 0k (cos θ) =
√
(2k + 1)/4pi Pk(cos θ), where Pk is the
Legendre polynomial function of kth-order, and com-
pared to the expectation of the corresponding Legendre
moment computed from the Dalitz plot amplitude model.
For M2
K0Spi
− and M
2
pi+pi− , the weighted data distributions
and the Legendre moments up to the 3rd-order are shown
in Fig. 7. The chosen representation is sensitive to the
local phase and interference structures of the contribut-
ing amplitudes, complementary to the mass-squared pro-
jections. Good agreement is observed between the data
distributions and the Dalitz plot amplitude model.
6. Model variations and crosschecks
The Dalitz plot amplitude analysis of D0 → K0Spi+pi−
decays is validated by various crosschecks. Before choos-
ing the nominal Dalitz plot amplitude model, various al-
ternative parameterizations and model variations have
been considered.
The addition of further resonances (for example, the
K∗(1680)+pi− mode) does not improve the fit qual-
ity nor result in significant fit fractions for these reso-
nances. When parameterizing the ρ(770)0 resonance by
the Gounaris-Sakurai lineshape function [68] instead of
the BW lineshape, worse agreement with the data is ob-
served for the ρ(770)0 and the ρ(770)0–ω(782) interfer-
ence region. The determination of more parameters in
the Dalitz plot fit (for example, the mass and the width
of the ρ(770)0, ω(782), or other resonances) does not sig-
nificantly improve the fit quality. In the nominal model,
these parameters are fixed to the world averages [45] in
order to reduce the complexity of the Dalitz plot fit.
Instead of the K-matrix and the LASS parametriza-
tion to describe the pi+pi− and Kpi S-waves, a model
based on a pure isobar approach has been considered. In
the isobar model, the pi+pi− S-wave is modeled by the
σ1, σ2, f0(980), and f0(1370) resonances, and the Kpi S-
waves by the Cabibbo-favored K∗0 (1430)
− and the dou-
bly Cabibbo-suppressed K∗(1410)+ resonances parame-
terized by BW lineshapes. An additional term that is
constant in phase space is added to account for nonres-
onant contributions. For the isobar model, a reduced
χ2 of 1.23 is obtained for 31287 d.o.f. A similar isobar
model including the σ2 resonance has been used before by
Belle [65, 69] and CDF [66] in Dalitz plot amplitude anal-
yses of D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays. However, since the phys-
ical nature is not firmly established for all these states,
in particular for the σ2 resonance, and less agreement
with the data was observed for the isobar model, it is
not chosen as the nominal model.
The CLEO experiment performed a model-
independent determination of the relative strong
phase between D0 and D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays by
exploiting the quantum correlation of D0D0 pairs pro-
duced from ψ(3770) decays in e+e− annihilations [70].
The results obtained in 8 bins of the Dalitz phase space
are compared to the relative strong phase evaluated from
the nominal Dalitz plot amplitude model. Very good
agreement with the model-independent measurement is
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FIG. 6. (color online). Projections of the Dalitz plot data distributions (points with error bars) for D0 → K0Spi+pi− from
D∗+ → D0pi+s decays reconstructed from Belle e+e− → cc¯ data, and of the result of the fit (lines). The red solid lines show
the projections of the total fit function including background. The dotted and dashed colored lines show projections of the
individual components of the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model. The blue, magenta, and green lines represent resonant
and nonresonant contributions originating from the M2K0
S
pi− , M
2
K0
S
pi+ , and M
2
pi+pi− systems, respectively. The left plots use a
linear scale on the y-axis. The right plots show the same data distributions and fit projections with a log-scale in order to
increase the visibility of components with very low fit fractions, and other details of the model. The components are computed
from the squared amplitude of each intermediate resonant and nonresonant contribution scaled by its fit fraction. Various
beautiful quantum mechanical phenomena can be observed: for example, the complex constructive and destructive interference
patterns, and the dynamic generation of the peak by the K-matrix formalism located close to the f0(980) in the M
2
pi+pi−
spectrum.
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TABLE III. Results for the amplitude magnitudes ar, phases φr, fit fractions, K-matrix parameters for the pi
+pi− S-wave,
LASS parameters for the Kpi S-wave, and K∗(892)± parameters determined by the D0 → K0Spi+pi− Dalitz plot fit performed
for D∗+ → D0pi+s events reconstructed from Belle data. Uncertainties are statistical only.
Resonance Amplitude Phase (deg) Fit Fraction (%)
K0Sρ(770)
0 1 (fixed) 0 (fixed) 20.4
K0Sω(782) 0.0388± 0.0005 120.7± 0.7 0.5
K0Sf2(1270) 1.43± 0.03 −36.3± 1.1 0.8
K0Sρ(1450)
0 2.85± 0.10 102.1± 1.9 0.6
K∗(892)−pi+ 1.720± 0.006 136.8± 0.2 59.9
K∗2 (1430)
−pi+ 1.27± 0.02 −44.1± 0.8 1.3
K∗(1680)−pi+ 3.31± 0.20 −118.2± 3.1 0.5
K∗(1410)−pi+ 0.29± 0.03 99.4± 5.5 0.1
K∗(892)+pi− 0.164± 0.003 −42.2± 0.9 0.6
K∗2 (1430)
+pi− 0.10± 0.01 −89.6± 7.6 < 0.1
K∗(1410)+pi− 0.21± 0.02 150.2± 5.3 < 0.1
pi+pi− S-wave Parameters 10.0
β1 8.5± 0.5 68.5± 3.4
β2 12.2± 0.3 24.0± 1.4
β3 29.2± 1.6 −0.1± 2.5
β4 10.8± 0.5 −51.9± 2.4
fprod11 8.0± 0.4 −126.0± 2.5
fprod12 26.3± 1.6 −152.3± 3.0
fprod13 33.0± 1.8 −93.2± 3.1
fprod14 26.2± 1.3 −121.4± 2.7
sprod0 −0.07 (fixed)
Kpi S-wave Parameters
K∗0 (1430)
−pi+ 2.36± 0.06 99.4± 1.7 7.0
K∗0 (1430)
+pi− 0.11± 0.01 162.3± 6.6 < 0.1
MK∗0 (1430)± (GeV/c
2) 1.441± 0.002
ΓK∗0 (1430)± (GeV) 0.193± 0.004
F +0.96± 0.07
R 1 (fixed)
a +0.113± 0.006
r −33.8± 1.8
φF (deg) 0.1± 0.3
φR (deg) −109.7± 2.6
K∗(892)± Parameters
MK∗(892)± (GeV/c
2) 0.8937± 0.0001
ΓK∗(892)± (GeV) 0.0472± 0.0001
observed, corresponding to a p-value of 0.46. The results
also agree well with a previous BABAR model of the same
decay [57] that has been applied by CLEO to optimize
the binning for the model-independent measurement of
the relative strong phase.
IV. TIME-DEPENDENT DALITZ PLOT
ANALYSIS OF B0 → D(∗)h0 WITH D → K0Spi+pi−
DECAYS USING BABAR AND BELLE DATA
A. Event reconstruction and selection
The similar performance of the BABAR and Belle detec-
tors allows the use of almost identical selection require-
ments in the two data sets. The event reconstruction and
applied selection requirements discussed below follow the
strategy used for the previous combined BABAR+Belle
analysis of B0 → D(∗)CPh0 decays described in Ref. [31].
Charged pion candidates are formed from tracks that
are reconstructed from detected hits inside the tracking
detectors and meet criteria for charged particles [36, 37].
Photons are reconstructed from energy deposits of elec-
tromagnetic showers detected in the electromagnetic
calorimeters. The energy of a photon candidate is re-
quired to be at least 30 MeV.
Neutral pions are reconstructed by combining two pho-
ton candidates. The invariant mass of a pi0 meson candi-
date is required to be within [−20, +15] MeV/c2 of the
nominal pi0 mass [45]. The η mesons are reconstructed
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FIG. 7. (color online). Dalitz plot data distributions (points with error bars) for D0 → K0Spi+pi− from D∗+ → D0pi+s decays
reconstructed from Belle e+e− → cc¯ data, and projections of the Dalitz plot fit (red solid lines) for M2K0
S
pi− (top) and M
2
pi+pi−
(bottom) weighted by the corresponding Legendre moments.
in the decay modes η → γγ and pi+pi−pi0. The invariant
mass is required to be within [−25, +20] MeV/c2 and
±10 MeV/c2 of the nominal η mass [45] for η → γγ and
η → pi+pi−pi0 candidates, respectively. The ω mesons are
reconstructed in the decay mode ω → pi+pi−pi0. The in-
variant mass of an ω meson candidate is required to be
within [−15, +10] MeV/c2 of the nominal ω mass [45].
Neutral kaons are reconstructed in the decay mode
K0S → pi+pi−. The invariant mass of a K0S meson candi-
date is required to be within ±15 MeV/c2 of the nominal
value [45]. Standard selection requirements exploiting
the displacement of the K0S decay vertex from the e
+e−
interaction point (IP) described in Refs. [46, 71] are ap-
plied.
Neutral D mesons are reconstructed in the decay mode
D → K0Spi+pi−. The invariant mass of a D meson candi-
date is required to be within ±15 MeV/c2 of the nominal
value [45]. Neutral D∗ mesons are reconstructed in the
decay mode D∗ → Dpi0. To select D∗ mesons, the re-
constructed mass difference of neutral D∗ and D meson
candidates is required to be within ±2.5 MeV/c2 of the
nominal value [45].
Neutral B mesons are reconstructed by combining
light unflavored and neutral hadron candidates, h0 ∈
{pi0, η, ω}, with D(∗) candidates. The decay modes
B0 → Dpi0, Dη, Dω, D∗pi0, and D∗η, where sufficient
signal yields are reconstructed, are included in the anal-
ysis. Neutral B mesons are selected using three vari-
ables that are constructed from kinematic observables:
the beam-energy-constrained mass M ′bc, the energy dif-
ference ∆E, and the neural network classifier C′NNout .
The beam-energy-constrained mass is defined as:
M ′bc =
√
E∗2beam/c4 −
(
~p∗
D(∗)/c+
~p∗h0
|~p∗h0 |
√(
E∗beam − E∗D(∗)
)2
/c4 −M2h0
)2
, (22)
where E∗beam is the energy of either beam provided by
the e+e− collider, the variables ~p∗
D(∗) and E
∗
D(∗) are
the three-momentum and the energy of the D(∗) meson
candidates, and ~p∗h0 and Mh0 are the three-momentum
and the invariant mass of the h0 candidates. Observ-
ables marked with an asterisk are evaluated in the e+e−
c.m. frame. Belle introduced the variable M ′bc in the
measurements of B meson decays mediated by radiative
penguin transitions [72] as an alternative to the more
commonly used variable Mbc =
√
E∗2beam/c4 − ~p∗2B /c2 =√
E∗2beam/c4 − (~p∗D(∗) + ~p∗h0)2/c2. We note that M ′bc does
not directly depend on the three-momentum magnitude
nor the energy, but only on the direction of flight of the
h0 candidate. Therefore, M ′bc is insensitive to potential
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correlations with the energy difference, defined as
∆E = E∗B − E∗beam. (23)
In the present analysis, non-trivial correlations emerge
between Mbc and ∆E for final states containing pho-
tons from the reconstructed h0 decay modes due to en-
ergy mismeasurements by the electromagnetic calorime-
ters, for example, caused by shower leakage effects. The
use of M ′bc effectively eliminates these correlations and
enables factorizing the p.d.f.s constructed from the M ′bc
and ∆E observables in multi-dimensional fits.
The neural network combines information characteriz-
ing the shape of the events and is based on 16 modified
Fox-Wolfram moments [73, 74]. Following an approach
introduced by Belle in Ref. [75], the variable C′NNout is
constructed from the output of the neural network clas-
sifier, CNNout , by the following transformation:
C′NNout = log
CNNout − CminNNout
CmaxNNout − CNNout
. (24)
The variables CminNNout and CmaxNNout are adjustable parame-
ters, and are related to the output domain of CNNout . In
this analysis, CminNNout = 0.2 and CmaxNNout = 1 are chosen. Af-
ter the transformation to C′NNout , the output of the neural
network classifier exhibits smooth distributions around a
peak position that differs for e+e− → qq (q ∈ {u, d, s, c})
continuum events and BB events. Candidates from con-
tinuum events tend to be distributed around a peak po-
sition at negative values of C′NNout , while BB events are
distributed around a peak position at positive values.
The C′NNout distributions can be described by empirical
parameterized models with few d.o.f., such as the the
Novosibirsk function, an empirical p.d.f. inspired by the
log-normal distribution and defined in Ref. [76]. The
use of a parameterized model has technical advantages
when including the neural network classifier in addition
to M ′bc and ∆E in multi-dimensional fits to extract the
B0 → D(∗)h0 signal. Before applying the transforma-
tion described above, a loose requirement of CNNout > 0.2
is applied to remove regions that are almost exclusively
populated by continuum background events.
The following requirements are applied on M ′bc, ∆E,
and C′NNout to select neutral B mesons: 5.24 < M ′bc <
5.29 GeV/c2, −150 < ∆E < 200 MeV, and −8 <
C′NNout < 10.
B. Estimation of the B0 → D(∗)h0 signal yields
The B0 → D(∗)h0 signal yields are determined by
three-dimensional extended unbinned ML fits to the M ′bc,
∆E, and C′NNout distributions. The fit model accounts for
five components and is described below.
For B0 → D(∗)h0 signal decays, the M ′bc, ∆E, andC′NNout distributions exhibit smooth peaking structures.
The shapes of the signal component are parameterized
by two Novosibirsk functions for M ′bc, one symmetric
and two two-piece normal distributions for ∆E, and
two Novosibirsk functions for C′NNout . The signal shapes
are calibrated using the high-statistics data control sam-
ple of B0 → D(∗)0h0 decays with the CKM-favored
D0 → K+pi− decay.
For B0 → Dh0 decays, candidates can originate from
the corresponding B0 → D∗h0 decay modes, if the slow
neutral pion from D∗ → Dpi0 decays is missed during the
reconstruction. This “crossfeed component” originates
from true B0 → D∗h0 signal decays and has therefore
signal-like properties. The crossfeed has similar shapes as
the signal but peaks at negative ∆E. The contribution of
the crossfeed is small, at the level of 3−13% with respect
to the signal. In the fits, the fractions of this component
are fixed to the values estimated from high-statistics MC
simulations of signal decays. The shapes of the crossfeed
component are parameterized by two Novosibirsk func-
tions for M ′bc, one kernel density estimator for ∆E, and
two Novosibirsk functions for C′NNout .
In addition to the contributions from the signal and the
signal-like crossfeed, the fit model accounts for the follow-
ing three separate sources of background. The first source
originates from partially-reconstructed B+ → D(∗)0ρ+
decays, which constitute a background for B0 → D(∗)pi0
decays when the charged pion from ρ+ → pi+pi0 decays is
soft. This background arises only for B0 → Dpi0 and
B0 → D∗pi0 decays, but is not present for the other
B0 → D(∗)h0 decay modes. Like the crossfeed compo-
nent, the background from B+ →D(∗)0ρ+ decays has a
similar shape as the signal, but peaks at negative ∆E.
The shapes are parameterized by two Novosibirsk func-
tions for M ′bc, one kernel density estimator for ∆E, and
two Novosibirsk functions for C′NNout . The B+ →D(∗)0ρ+
background component is determined by the fit.
The second source of background arises from B me-
son candidates formed from random combinations of final
state particles originating from e+e− → BB events. This
“combinatorial BB background” is low in the present
analysis. The combinatorial BB background exhibits
smooth phase space distributions in M ′bc and ∆E, and
peaks at positive C′NNout . The shapes are parameterized
by an ARGUS function [77] for M ′bc, a second-order poly-
nomial function for ∆E, and two Novosibirsk functions
for C′NNout .
The third source of background originates from
e+e− → qq (q ∈ {u, d, s, c}) continuum events. This
continuum background exhibits smooth phase space dis-
tributions in M ′bc and ∆E, and peaks at negative C′NNout .
The shapes are parameterized by an ARGUS function
for M ′bc, a second-order polynomial function for ∆E, and
two Novosibirsk functions for C′NNout .
In total, B0 → D(∗)h0 signal yields of 1 129±48 events
for BABAR and 1 567 ± 56 events for Belle are obtained.
The signal yields separated by experiment and decay
mode are summarized in Table IV. The experimental
M ′bc, ∆E, and C′NNout distributions and projections of
the fits are shown in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. (color online). Data distributions for M ′bc (left), ∆E (center), and C′NNout (right) for B0 → D(∗)h0 decays (points with
error bars) reconstructed from BABAR (top) and Belle (bottom) data. The solid black lines represent projections of the total
fit function, and the colored dotted lines show the signal and background components of the fit as indicated in the upper-right
panel’s legend. In plotting the M ′bc, ∆E, and C′NNout distributions, each of the other two observables are required to satisfy
M ′bc > 5.272 GeV/c
2, |∆E| < 100 MeV, or 0 < C′NNout < 8 to select signal-enhanced regions.
TABLE IV. Summary of the B0 → D(∗)h0 signal yields de-
termined by the three-dimensional extended unbinned ML
fits to the M ′bc, ∆E, and C′NNout distributions described in
Sect. IV B.
Decay mode BABAR Belle
B0 → Dpi0 469±31 768±37
B0 → Dη 220±22 238±23
B0 → Dω 219±21 285±26
B0 → D∗pi0 147±18 182±19
B0 → D∗η 74±11 94±13
Total 1 129±48 1 567±56
C. Time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis
At BABAR (Belle) the Υ (4S) is produced with a Lorentz
boost of βγ = 0.560 (0.425), allowing the measurement
of the proper-time interval between the decays of the
two B mesons. The proper-time interval ∆t is given by
∆z/cβγ, where ∆z denotes the spatial distance between
the decay vertices of the two B mesons in the laboratory
frame. The BABAR and Belle techniques to measure the
flavor-tagged proper-time intervals of the B mesons and
to extract the CP violation parameters are described in
detail in Refs. [14–16, 78–81]. The B0 → D(∗)h0 signal
decay vertices are reconstructed by kinematic fits that
include experimental knowledge of the IP position. For
BABAR, the applied vertex reconstruction algorithm si-
multaneously includes the complete B meson decay tree,
including all secondary decays, in the kinematic fit. For
Belle, the vertex reconstruction is performed in an iter-
ative bottom-up approach starting with the final state
particles. The decay vertex and the b-flavor content of
the accompanying B meson are estimated from the re-
constructed decay products not assigned to the signal B
meson. The b-flavor content is inferred by the flavor-
tagging procedures described in Refs. [15, 80]. The ap-
plied algorithms account for different signatures such as
the presence and properties of prompt leptons, charged
kaons, and pions originating from the decay of the accom-
panying B meson, and assign a flavor and an associated
probability.
The experimental conditions and the instrumentation
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of the detectors are different for BABAR and Belle. The
finite experimental resolution in the measurements of
proper-time intervals are different for BABAR and Belle,
and both experiments follow different approaches to de-
scribe the resolution effects. The two experiments employ
different multivariate techniques for the flavor-tagging.
BABAR uses a neural network-based approach and Belle
uses a multi-dimensional likelihood approach.
The time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis to measure
the CP violation parameters follows the technique es-
tablished in the previous combined BABAR+Belle time-
dependent CP violation measurement of B0 → D(∗)CPh0
decays [31]. The strategy of the combined approach is to
apply established, experiment-specific techniques to de-
scribe proper-time resolution and flavor-tagging effects
by BABAR and Belle to the data collected by the par-
ticular experiment. The combined measurement is then
performed by maximizing the log-likelihood function con-
structed from the p.d.f.s and the data collected by both
experiments:
lnL =
∑
i
lnPBABARi +
∑
j
lnPBellej . (25)
The indices i and j run over events reconstructed from
BABAR and Belle data, respectively. All events used in
the M ′bc, ∆E, and C′NNout fits are included. The P are
the p.d.f.s of the experimental flavor-tagged proper-time
interval and Dalitz plot distributions of the B mesons
measured in the events, and are defined as:
P =
∑
k
fk
∫
[Pk (∆t
′)Rk (∆t−∆t′)] d (∆t′) . (26)
The index k represents the signal and background com-
ponents. The fractions of the components, fk, are eval-
uated on an event-by-event basis as a function of M ′bc,
∆E, and C′NNout . The Pk are the p.d.f.s that describe the
particular underlying particle physics process and are the
same for both experiments. The Pk are convolved with
the resolution functions Rk that account for the finite
proper-time resolution.
For the signal, the p.d.f.s are constructed from Eqs. (1)
and (2) convolved with the experiment-specific reso-
lution functions to account for the finite proper-time
resolution [15, 79], and include the effect of incorrect
flavor assignments by the applied flavor-tagging algo-
rithms [15, 80] and a correction to account for the varia-
tions of the reconstruction efficiency as a function of the
position on the Dalitz plot.
Neutral D mesons produced in B0 → D(∗)h0 decays
have a different momentum spectrum than those pro-
duced in e+e− → cc¯ events. In addition, the yield for
the B0 → D(∗)h0 decay modes studied by the combined
BABAR+Belle approach is about three orders of magni-
tude lower than that for the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays
reconstructed from e+e− → cc¯ events. Therefore, the
Dalitz plot reconstruction efficiency correction used for
the analysis of B0 → D(∗)h0 decays is different from
that described in Sect. III C 2, and a parametrization
with fewer d.o.f. is chosen. The reconstruction efficiency
map is constructed separately for BABAR and Belle by
the fit of a two-dimensional 3rd-order polynomial func-
tion in the Dalitz plot variables M2
K0Spi
− and M
2
K0Spi
+ to
the reconstruction efficiency distributions obtained from
high-statistics samples of MC events of B0 → D(∗)h0
with D → K0Spi+pi− signal decays.
For the signal-like crossfeed from partially-
reconstructed B0 → D∗h0 decays, the p.d.f.s are
constructed as for the signal, but account for distinct
properties such as the CP -eigenvalues of the particular
final states of the crossfeed contribution. The charged
B meson background from partially-reconstructed
B+ → D(∗)0ρ+ decays is parameterized by an expo-
nential p.d.f. accounting for the B+ lifetime convolved
with the experiment-specific resolution functions. The
combinatorial BB background and the continuum
background share the same parametrization for BABAR
and Belle. For each background component, the p.d.f.s
are constructed from the sum of a Dirac delta function
to model background from prompt particles and an
exponential p.d.f. with effective lifetimes to model the
non-prompt background. The background p.d.f.s are
convolved with a resolution function modeled as the sum
of two Gaussian functions whose widths depend linearly
on the uncertainty of ∆t. The ∆t parameters for the
combinatorial BB background and the continuum back-
ground are determined by fits to the M ′bc < 5.26 GeV/c
2
sidebands and are fixed in the measurement.
In the fit, the parameters τB0 , τB+ , and ∆md are fixed
to the world averages [17], and the Dalitz plot amplitude
model parameters are fixed to the results of the D0 →
K0Spi
+pi− Dalitz plot fit described above. The only free
parameters are sin 2β and cos 2β, and the results are:
sin 2β = 0.80± 0.14 (stat.)± 0.06 (syst.)± 0.03 (model),
cos 2β = 0.91± 0.22 (stat.)± 0.09 (syst.)± 0.07 (model).
(27)
The linear correlation between sin 2β and cos 2β is 5.1%.
The result deviates less than 1.0 standard deviations from
the trigonometric constraint given by sin2 2β+ cos2 2β =
1.
An alternative fit is performed to measure directly the
CP -violating phase β using the signal p.d.f. constructed
from Eq. (1). The result of this fit is:
β = (22.5± 4.4 (stat.)± 1.2 (syst.)± 0.6 (model))◦
(28)
The evaluation of the experimental systematic un-
certainties and the uncertainties due to the applied
D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model are described
in Sects. IV D 1 and IV D 2.
The B0 → [K0Spi+pi−](∗)D h0 decays proceeds via a
rich variety of intermediate CP eigenstates and quasi-
flavor-specific decays contributing to the multibody final
state. These intermediate contributions involve different
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physics in the time evolution of the B meson decay, and
hence exhibit different proper-time interval distributions.
In Fig. 9, the proper-time interval distributions and pro-
jections of the fit for sin 2β and cos 2β are shown for two
different regions of the D0 → K0Spi+pi− phase space.
In Figs. 9a and c, a region of phase space pre-
dominantly populated by CP eigenstates, B0 →[
K0Sρ(770)
0
](∗)
D
h0, is selected by requiring |Mρ(770) −
Mpi+pi− | < 150 MeV/c2. Since the
[
K0Sρ(770)
0
](∗)
D
h0 fi-
nal state is accessible for both B0 and B0, interference
between the amplitude for direct decays of neutral B
mesons into this final state and that following B0-B0
oscillations emerges. The time evolution exhibits time-
dependent CP violation governed by the CP -violating
weak phase 2β. The proper-time interval distributions
show the characteristic pattern for mixing-induced CP vi-
olation, and the corresponding time-dependent CP asym-
metry follows a sine oscillation similiar to our previ-
ous combined BABAR+Belle measurement of sin 2β in
B0 → D(∗)CPh0 decays with DCP decaying into two-body
CP eigenstates [31].
In Figs. 9b and d, regions of phase space pre-
dominantly populated by quasi-flavor-specific decays,
B0 → [K∗(892)±pi∓](∗)D h0, are selected by requiring|MK∗(892)± −MK0Spi± | < 75 MeV/c2. The decays of neu-
tral B mesons to the [K∗(892)±pi∓](∗)D h
0 final states are,
to a good approximation, flavor-specific. Therefore, no
interference between B0 and B0 mesons and no time-
dependent CP violation can emerge. Instead, the time
evolution exhibits B0-B0 oscillations governed by the de-
cay width difference of the physical eigenstates of neu-
tral B mesons (B0-B0 oscillation frequency), ∆md. The
proper-time interval distributions show the characteristic
oscillation pattern for quantum-entangled B meson pairs
produced and tagged in e+e− → Υ (4S)→ B0B0 events.
The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) effect [82] prevents
the two neutral B mesons from being produced with the
same flavor at ∆t = 0, which in Figs. 9b and d is addi-
tionally smeared by experimental resolution effects. The
time evolution follows a 1±cos(∆m∆t) distribution, and
the corresponding time-dependent oscillation asymmetry
exhibits a cosine oscillation.
Various cross-checks are performed to validate the pro-
cedure of the measurement. The B0 → D(∗)0h0 de-
cays with the CKM-favored D0 → K+pi− decay have
very similar kinematics and background composition as
B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi− decays and provide a
high-statistics control sample. In total, signal yields of
3 029±73 events for BABAR and 4 042±84 events for Belle
are obtained for the control sample. Using the same anal-
ysis approach, the time-dependent CP violation measure-
ment of the control sample yields both mixing-induced
and direct CP violation consistent with zero, in agree-
ment with the expectation of negligible CP violation for
these flavor-specific decays. Measurements of the neutral
B meson lifetime for B0 → D(∗)h0 with D → K0Spi+pi−
decays and for the control sample without flavor-
tagging applied yield τB0 = (1.500± 0.052 (stat.)) ps
and τB0 = (1.535± 0.028 (stat.)) ps, respectively, and
are in agreement with the world average τB0 =
(1.520± 0.004) ps [17]. In addition, all measurements
have been performed for data separated by experiments
and yield consistent results. The results for B0 → D(∗)h0
with D → K0Spi+pi− decays separated by experiments are
sin 2β = 0.91 ± 0.20 (stat.), cos 2β = 0.87 ± 0.31 (stat.),
and β = (25.6± 6.4 (stat.))◦ for BABAR, and sin 2β =
0.70 ± 0.20 (stat.), cos 2β = 0.96 ± 0.30 (stat.), and β =
(19.6± 6.1 (stat.))◦ for Belle, respectively.
D. Determination of the systematic uncertainties
The present analysis accounts for two classes of sys-
tematic uncertainties on the measured CP violation pa-
rameters: first, the experimental systematic uncertainty
accounts for experimental effects that can affect the time-
dependent Dalitz plot analysis; second, the Dalitz plot
model uncertainty accounts for assumptions made on the
applied D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model.
1. Experimental systematic uncertainties
The estimation of the experimental systematic uncer-
tainty on the CP violation parameters follows established
methods, described in Refs. [15, 16, 31]. The evaluation
of the individual contributions to the experimental sys-
tematic uncertainty are described below, and the results
are summarized in Table V.
The systematic uncertainty due to vertex reconstruc-
tion accounts for the applied vertex reconstruction al-
gorithms, the requirements applied to select B mesons,
the uncertainty of the z scale, possible ∆t biases, and
effects due to possible misalignment of the silicon vertex
detectors. For the vertex reconstruction algorithms, the
constraints in the kinematic fits and the applied selection
requirements of the signal B meson and the accompany-
ing B meson are varied. For BABAR, the uncertainty due
to the z scale and the Lorentz boost is estimated by vari-
ations of the corresponding scale and uncertainties. For
Belle, a possible ∆t bias is estimated using MC simula-
tions. Misalignment effects of the silicon vertex detectors
are studied by MC simulations, and corresponding sys-
tematic uncertainties are assigned.
Experiment-specific resolution models are applied to
account for effects due to the finite experimental ∆t res-
olution. The ∆t resolution function parameters are fixed
to values obtained from control samples using BABAR and
Belle data. The systematic uncertainty due to the ap-
plied ∆t resolution functions is estimated by variation of
the resolution model parameters within their uncertain-
ties.
The parameters of the ∆t model for the combinato-
rial BB background and the continuum background are
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FIG. 9. (color online). Distributions of the proper-time interval (data points with error bars) and the corresponding asymmetries
for B0 → D(∗)h0 candidates associated with high-quality flavor tags (BABAR: lepton or kaon tagging categories; Belle: r > 0.5)
for the BABAR (top) and Belle (bottom) data samples. The background has been subtracted using the sPlot technique [83] with
weights obtained from the fit presented in Fig. 8. Two different regions of the D → K0Spi+pi− phase space are shown. In the
plots of the left column, a region predominantly populated by CP eigenstates, B0 → [K0Sρ(770)0](∗)D h0, is selected by requiring
|Mρ(770) −Mpi+pi− | < 150 MeV/c2. In the plots of the right column, a region predominantly populated by quasi-flavor-specific
decays, B0 → [K∗(892)±pi∓](∗)
D
h0, is selected by requiring |MK∗(892)± −MK0
S
pi± | < 75 MeV/c2.
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determined by fits to the M ′bc < 5.26 GeV/c
2 data side-
bands. The systematic uncertainty due to the back-
ground ∆t p.d.f.s is estimated by variation of the ∆t
background model parameters within their uncertainties.
The signal purity is estimated by the three-dimensional
unbinned ML fit to the M ′bc, ∆E, and C′NNout distribu-
tions. The systematic uncertainty due to the signal pu-
rity estimation is estimated by variation of the fit param-
eters within their uncertainties.
The b-flavor content of neutral B mesons is inferred by
multivariate BABAR- and Belle-specific flavor-tagging al-
gorithms. The flavor-tagging algorithms are calibrated
using control samples reconstructed from BABAR and
Belle data. The systematic uncertainty due to the flavor-
tagging is estimated by variation of the wrong-tag frac-
tions and the corresponding wrong-tag fraction differ-
ences for each tagging category within their uncertain-
ties.
The neutral B lifetime τB0 , the charged B meson life-
time τB+ , and the B
0-B0 oscillation frequency ∆md are
fixed to the world averages. The systematic uncertainty
due to these fixed physics parameters is estimated by
variation of the lifetimes and oscillation frequency within
their uncertainties.
The systematic uncertainty due a possible small fit
bias in ∆t measurements is estimated by MC simula-
tions. Large MC samples are generated using a complex
D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model and with CP
violation, the same reconstruction algorithms and event
selection requirements are applied to the MC samples as
for the data, and the time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis
is performed. The deviations of the central values of the
CP violation parameters measured using the MC sam-
ples from the nominal result are assigned as systematic
uncertainties.
The effect due to the applied Dalitz plot reconstruc-
tion efficiency correction for neutral D mesons produced
in B0 → D(∗)h0 decays is estimated by removing the effi-
ciency correction. The time-dependent Dalitz plot anal-
ysis is performed without the efficiency correction, and
assigning the deviations from the nominal result as sys-
tematic uncertainty due to the Dalitz plot reconstruction
efficiency correction.
Most systematic uncertainties are independent for
BABAR and Belle. Possible correlations such as for the
physics parameters are considered. Additional contribu-
tions to the systematic uncertainty from possible sources
of peaking background and the tag-side interference have
been considered and can be neglected in the presented
measurement.
The total experimental systematic uncertainty is the
quadratic sum of all contributions.
2. Uncertainty due to the Dalitz plot amplitude model
The model uncertainty accounts for the dependence of
the CP violation parameters on the D0 → K0Spi+pi− de-
cay amplitude model determined by the Dalitz plot am-
plitude analysis using the high-statistics Belle e+e− → cc¯
data sample described in Sect. III C. The strategy to
estimate the model uncertainty is to repeat the D0 →
K0Spi
+pi− Dalitz plot amplitude analysis with alternative
assumptions and variations of the D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay
amplitude model. The time-dependent Dalitz plot anal-
ysis of B0 → D(∗)h0 decays is then performed using the
alternative models as input, and the deviations from the
result using the nominal D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay ampli-
tude model are assigned as model uncertainty on the CP
violation parameters. The evaluation of the individual
contributions to the uncertainty due to the Dalitz plot
amplitude model are described below, and the results are
summarized in Table VI.
For the masses and widths of resonances fixed to
the world averages, each resonance parameter is varied
within its uncertainty to estimate the associated model
uncertainty.
The model uncertainty due to the chosen pi+pi− S-
wave parametrization using the K-matrix formalism is
estimated by replacing the nominal K-matrix solution
by alternative solutions from Ref. [61]. In addition, the
parameter sprod0 is varied within its uncertainty, which is
taken from Ref. [57].
The LASS parametrization is used to model the Kpi
S-waves. The model uncertainty is estimated by re-
placing the LASS parametrization for the K∗0 (1430)
−
and K∗0 (1430)
+ resonances by standard relativistic BW
terms.
The model uncertainty due to the chosen Blatt-
Weisskopf barrier factors for D mesons and intermediate
resonances is estimated by varying the fixed parameters
dD and dr each by ±0.5 ~c/GeV.
The fraction of wrong D meson flavor-tags of the
flavor-tagged cc¯ data sample is fixed to the value esti-
mated from the fit to the ∆M sideband region on data.
The D meson mistag fraction is varied within its uncer-
tainty to evaluate the associated model uncertainty.
The model uncertainty due the applied Dalitz plot re-
construction efficiency correction is estimated by replac-
ing the parameterized efficiency map by the correspond-
ing two-dimensional binned distributions.
In the Dalitz plot amplitude analysis, the background
is described by a parameterized model taken from the
∆M and MD0 sideband regions on data. The model
uncertainty due to the applied background description
is estimated by replacing the parameterized background
model by the two-dimensional binned distributions from
the data sidebands.
Most intermediate two-body resonances contributing
to D0 → K0Spi+pi− decays have a natural width much
larger than the finite experimental resolution of recon-
structed invariant masses, and resolution effects can be
neglected in the D → K0Spi+pi− Dalitz plot amplitude
analysis. The ω(782) width, 8.5 MeV, is comparable to
the mass resolution. To estimate the size of possible ef-
fects due to the mass resolution and to evaluate the asso-
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TABLE V. Experimental systematic uncertainties on the CP violation parameters.
Source δ sin 2β (×102) δ cos 2β (×102) δβ (◦)
Vertex reconstruction 3.2 4.8 0.53
∆t resolution functions 2.8 5.8 0.41
Background ∆t p.d.f.s 1.2 1.8 0.16
Signal purity 2.1 3.4 0.53
Flavor-tagging 0.3 0.4 0.07
Physics parameters 0.1 0.1 0.02
Possible fit bias 3.7 3.9 0.79
Dalitz plot reconstruction efficiency correction < 0.1 0.2 0.02
Total 6.1 9.3 1.18
ciated model error, the width of the ω(782) is increased
by 20%.
The signal and background fractions used in the Dalitz
plot amplitude analysis are determined by the fit of the
two-dimensional ∆M and MD0 distributions. The model
uncertainty due to the signal purity estimation is deter-
mined by varying the the ∆M -MD0 model parameters
within their uncertainties.
The statistical uncertainties on the Dalitz plot ampli-
tude model parameters that are summarized in Table III
are caused by the finite size of the cc¯ data sample. To
propagate the statistical uncertainties to the CP viola-
tion parameters and assign the associated model error,
each parameter is varied within its uncertainty. For in-
dividual resonances, the correlations between phases and
amplitudes are accounted for. An explicit treatment of
additional correlations between resonances important in
the CP violation measurement were found to be negli-
gible. The chosen approach has to be found sufficient
given that this systematic uncertainty does not limit the
precision of the measurement.
The dependence of the model on resonances with very
small contributions is estimated by removing resonances
with fit fractions of 0.1% or lower. The doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed K∗(1410)+, K∗2 (1430)
+, and K∗0 (1430)
+, and
the K∗(1410)− are each removed from the model. For
each model variation, the D0 → K0Spi+pi− Dalitz plot
amplitude analysis is repeated to estimate the associated
model uncertainty.
As a further cross-check and estimate of the possible
model-dependence, a pure isobar D0 → K0Spi+pi− de-
cay model without the K-matrix parametrization is con-
structed. As in the isobar model discussed in Sect. III C 6,
the intermediate resonant contributions to the pi+pi− S-
wave are modeled by the σ1, σ2, f0(980), and f0(1370)
resonances, and a term constant in phase space is in-
cluded to account for nonresonant contributions. The
D0 → K0Spi+pi− Dalitz plot amplitude analysis and the
time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of B0 → D(∗)h0 de-
cays are repeated using the alternative model, and the
deviations of the CP violation parameters from the base-
line result are assigned as model uncertainty. The result
with the isobar model agrees well with the baseline re-
sult, which indicates small overall model dependence and
robustness of the measurement.
The total model uncertainty is the quadratic sum of all
contributions. Overall, the uncertainty due to the Dalitz
plot amplitude model is small compared to the statistical
uncertainty and the experimental systematic uncertainty.
V. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
The statistical significance of the results is determined
by a likelihood-ratio approach. The change in 2 lnL is
computed when the CP violation parameters are fixed to
zero. The experimental systematic uncertainties and the
Dalitz plot amplitude model uncertainties are included
by convolution of the likelihood curves. The −2∆lnL
curves for sin 2β and cos 2β, and β are shown in Fig. 10.
When computing −2∆lnL values for sin 2β and cos 2β,
the other observable is fixed to the nominal result. The
result for sin 2β agrees within 0.7 standard deviations
with the world average of sin 2β = 0.691 ± 0.017 [17]
measured from b¯ → c¯cs¯ transitions. The measurement
excludes the hypothesis of cos 2β ≤ 0 at a p-value of
2.5 × 10−4. This corresponds to a significance of 3.7
standard deviations, and thus provides the first evidence
for cos 2β > 0. The results exclude the hypothesis of
β = 0◦ at a p-value of 3.6 × 10−7. This corresponds
to a significance of 5.1 standard deviations, and thus to
an observation of CP violation in B0 → D(∗)h0 decays.
The measured value for β is in very good agreement with
the preferred solution of the Unitarity Triangle with the
world average of (21.9 ± 0.7)◦ [17]. The second solu-
tion of pi/2 − β = (68.1 ± 0.7)◦ is excluded with a p-
value of 2.31 × 10−13, corresponding to a significance of
7.3 standard deviations. Therefore, the present measure-
ment reduces an ambiguity in the determination of the
parameters of the CKM Unitarity Triangle.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have measured sin 2β and cos 2β with
a time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of B0 → D(∗)h0
with D → K0Spi+pi− decays. The analysis introduces sev-
eral improvements over previous related measurements,
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TABLE VI. Uncertainties on the CP violation parameters due to the Dalitz plot amplitude model.
Source δ sin 2β (×102) δ cos 2β (×102) δβ (◦)
Masses and widths of resonances 0.7 1.7 0.13
pi+pi− S-wave parametrization 1.1 1.9 0.11
Kpi S-wave parametrization 1.0 1.6 0.38
Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors 1.2 1.7 0.19
D meson mistag fraction 0.2 < 0.1 0.04
Dalitz plot reconstruction efficiency 0.9 0.9 0.06
Dalitz plot background shape < 0.1 0.2 0.01
Effect of finite experimental mass resolution 0.1 0.2 < 0.01
Signal purity < 0.1 < 0.1 0.01
Statistical uncertainties on resonance parameters 1.6 5.0 0.37
Removal of resonances 0.6 1.3 0.09
Alternative isobar Dalitz plot model 0.7 2.8 0.08
Total 2.9 6.9 0.61
and new concepts. First, the measurement is performed
by a simultaneous analysis of the final data samples
collected by the BABAR and Belle experiments, totaling
about 1.1 ab−1 and containing about 1 240×106 BB pairs
collected at the Υ (4S) resonance . The novel combined
approach enables the doubling of the statistics available
for the measurement, and allows the application of com-
mon assumptions and the same D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay
amplitude model simultaneously to the data collected
by both experiments. Second, a full Dalitz plot ampli-
tude analysis is performed to derive the D0 → K0Spi+pi−
decay amplitude model directly from a high-statistics
e+e− → cc¯ data sample. This enables full control over
the model-building process, and the propagation of the
D0 → K0Spi+pi− decay amplitude model uncertainties to
those of the CP violation parameters. These approaches
lead to improvements in the experimental sensitivity and
in the robustness of the measurement.
We measure sin 2β = 0.80 ± 0.14 (stat.) ±
0.06 (syst.) ± 0.03 (model), cos 2β = 0.91 ±
0.22 (stat.) ± 0.09 (syst.) ± 0.07 (model), and
β = (22.5± 4.4 (stat.)± 1.2 (syst.)± 0.6 (model))◦.
The results on sin 2β agree well with more precise mea-
surements of b¯ → c¯cs¯ transitions, and with our previous
measurement combining BABAR and Belle data [31]. We
exclude the hypothesis of β = 0◦ at a significance of
5.1 standard deviations, and we report an observation
of CP violation in B0 → D(∗)h0 decays. We report the
world’s most precise measurement of the cosine of the
CP -violating weak phase 2β and obtain the first evidence
for cos 2β > 0 at the level of 3.7 standard deviations.
The measurement directly excludes the trigonometric
multifold solution of pi/2 − β = (68.1 ± 0.7)◦ without
further assumptions, and thus resolves an ambiguity in
the determination of the apex of the CKM Unitarity
Triangle.
Moreover, the B0 → D(∗)h0 decays allow a theoreti-
cally cleaner determination of the CP -violating phase 2β
than the “gold plated” decay modes mediated by b¯→ c¯cs¯
transitions [84]. Therefore, future more precise measure-
ments of B0 → D(∗)h0 decays can provide a new and
complementary SM reference for 2β.
The combined BABAR+Belle approach allows the ac-
cess to an unprecedented large data sample totaling more
than 1 ab−1 recorded at c.m. energies of the Υ (4S) reso-
nance and enables a unique experimental precision, in
particular, for time-dependent CP violation measure-
ments in the neutral B meson system. Our results un-
derline the importance and discovery potential of future
heavy flavor physics experiments operated at high in-
stantaneous luminosity such as the B factory experiment
Belle II [32], which is expected to collect a data sample of
1 ab−1 by the year 2020 and is designed to collect 50 ab−1
by the middle of the next decade.
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FIG. 10. Obtained −2∆lnL curves for sin 2β, cos 2β, and
β. The black lines represent the results of the measurement
including experimental systematic uncertainties and uncer-
tainties due to the Dalitz plot amplitude model. The green
and blue lines represent the result of the measurement includ-
ing only statistical uncertainties when using only BABAR and
Belle data, respectively.
